Abstract: In Single Bubble Sonoluminescence additionally to short light puises, the bubble emits in the collapse phase a sound wave, which can be measured with a fiber optic probe hydropbone [ l]. Compared to piezoelectric hydrophores it allows measurements with higher spatial (100 pm) and temporal (5 ns) resolution, The intensity of the emitted sound wave increases with increasing driving pressure, but varies only slightly with water temperature in contrast to the emitted light intensity. The width of the emitted sound wave also increases as the width of the emitted light pulses with increasing driving pressure and increasing gas concentration, The total radiated energy of the sound wave is below 10% of the initial energy of the bubble, The results are compared with earlier measurements on transient cavitation bubbles.
Introduction
Single Bubble Sonoluminescence (SBSL), first observed by Gaitan [1] , is the phenomenon of light emission by a gas bubble trapped in the pressure maximum of a resonant sound field in water. The main difference of this phenomenon when compared to light emission of transient cavitation bubbles known since 60 years, is its high reproducibility and the enormous brightness, which makes SBSL a modeI system for investigating the fundamental physical mechanisms invoIved in energy concentration and sonochemistry. Additional to the short light pulse, which is in the order of 100 ps [2] , the bubble emits in the collapse phase a sound wave. The accurate measurement of this sound wave can be a test for the predictions of the theoretical models under discussion. In this work we demonstrate that the fiber optic probe hydrophore [3] is an ideal tool to measure the intensity of this sound wave with high spatial ( 100~m) and temporal (rise time 5 ns) resolution.
Expetimenti set-up In a fiber optic probe hydrophore the endface of a glass fiber acts as acoustic sensing element. A temporal pressure change gives a temporal variation of the optical reflectance at the boundary between the fibre endface and the liquid causing the hydrophore signal (Fig. 1) . The optical reflectance at the fiber endface is linked to the pressure amplitude via the index of reflection-density relationship. When the pressure increases, the density, and hence the refractive indices of the liquid and the fiber are increased. However due to the low compressibility of the solid fiber material the change of the index of refraction of the liquid prevails. The resulting change of the optical reflectance is registered with a photodiode and reflects the time dependent pressure amplitude, Besides its high temporal and spatial resolution the fiber optic hydrophore has the advantage compared to piezoelectric hydrophores that it is an absolute ultrasonic wide-band reference standard with an accuracy of about 570.
water / 'dB-'0"~' -oscilloscope m Fig. 1 Experimental configuration of the fiber optic probe hydrophore. A pressure pulse changes the refractive index of water and thereby the reflectmce at the fiber/water interface. This change is detected by a photodiode and reflects the time dependent pressure amplitude.
The air bubble was trapped in a 250 ml spherical quartz glass flask which was driven at its resonant frequency of about 20kHz with two piezoelectric disks. The emitted acoustic wave was detected by the fiber optic probe hydrophore at a distance of about 2.5 mm from the bubble. At that distance, the geometric broadening of the sound wave due to the finite size of the fibre is about 1.3 ns. The output signal of the hydrophore was recorded with a sampling oscilloscope and averaged over 200 to 1000 cycles to increase the signal to noise ratio. The result was then deconvoluted with the instrument response function of the hydrophore. The flask was not sealed in our experiments, To measure the dependence on the gas concentration, we monitored the gas concentration by an oximeter several times during the measurement and fit then the concentration as a function of time according to the diffusion law. Fig.2 shows the dependence of the full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the emitted acoustic wave from the gas concentration. The FWHM at 1.45 bar driving pressure and 12°C increases from about 1I ns at a 02-concentration of 1 mgfl to nearly 25 ns at 2.8mg/l. In Fig.3 the dependence of the FWHM on the driving pressure at fixed gas concentration is shown. At a 02-concentration of 2.5 mg/1 the FWHM increases from less than 10 ns at the onset of the SL to about 17 ns at the upper SL threshold, The amplitude of the emitted acoustic wave at 2.5 mm above the bubble also increases with increasing driving pressure from about 1 bar to 3 bar as can be seen from Fig.4 . From these values the initial amplitude of the shock wave at minimum bubble radius is estimated to range from 5000 to 15000 bar, But opposite to the light intensity, which increases by a factor of 10 if the water temperature is decreased from 20°C to 4°C, the sound wave amplitude is nearly independent from the water temperature. An estimation of the total radiated energy of the acoustic wave using literature values for the maximum radius R~ [4] shows that the bubble loses about 10% (f5%) of the initial energy due to the emitted acoustic wave. This result is in good agreement with earlier results on transient cavitation bubbles. There we observe a decrease of the radiated energy by the acoustic wave to the initial energy of the bubble with decreasing R~from nearly 9090 for 1mm bubbles to below 30% for 400 pm bubbles. An extrapolation of this earlier results to the much smaller R~in the case of SBSL fits very well with the observed value of 10YO.On transient cavitation bubbles we also measure the dependence of the FWHM on R~. It also decreases with decreasing R~from about 200 ns for 1mm bubbles to less than 100 ns for 400 pm bubbles. Extrapolating this FWHM values to the small SL bubble radii also corresponds very well with the result shown in Fig.3 . In summary the results show that concerning the emitted acoustic wave sonoluminescing bubbles behave as small normal cavitation bubbles.
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